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10728800
LACE A5-SIZE NOTEBOOK AND PEN
GIFT SET
A gift set featuring an A5-size hard cover
notebook with a lace look surface, ribbon
marker, elastic closure, penloop, 96 sheets (80
g/m2 paper) lined paper combined with a
matching design rollerball pen with a premium
quality black reﬁll. Packed in a ''LUXE'' giftbox.
Pen size: 13.2 cm x 1.2 cm, weight: 32 gr, black
ink, -/+ 700 writing length. Fabric.

AVAILABLE COLORS

10775981
IM ROLLERBALL PEN
The Parker IM is an ideal partner with unlimited
potential. The sleek tapered shape pairs
seamlessly with innovative designs to make a
striking statement. The ﬁnish trims compliment
the body, making this Parker pen the perfect
writing instrument for students and
professionals. The incredibly smooth rollerball
tip provides ﬂuid, skip-free writing that ensures
you lea

AVAILABLE COLORS

21281011
DESK-MATE® A5 RECYCLED
NOTEPAD
Standard model includes 50 sheets of 80 g/m2
recycled paper. Full colour print available on
each sheet. Three sizes available: 25 sheets
(21281011), 50 sheets (21281012), and 100
sheets (21281014).
. Recycled paper, 80 g/m2, Recycled card, 280
g/m2. FSC Recycled 100% P7 CU-COC877277.

AVAILABLE COLORS

12023300
COMPU 15.6" LAPTOP BACKPACK
15.6" laptop backpack with space to store a
tablet and an interior mesh pocket to keep all of
your tech accessories. Includes a top ﬂap to
hold quick access items, side water bottle
pockets and a front organizer to store pens,
business cards, ﬂash drives and snacks. 300D
of Polyester, Tarpaulin.

AVAILABLE COLORS

21286011
STICKY-MATE® RECYCLED STICKY
NOTES 75 X 75 MM
Standard model includes 50 sheets of selfadhesive 80 g/m2 paper in a choice of colours.
Full colour print available on each sheet. Three
sizes available: 25 sheets (21286011), 50
sheets (21286012), and 100 sheets
(21286014).
. Recycled paper, 80 g/m2, Recycled card, 170
g/m2. FSC Mix Credit P7.7 CU-COC-877277.

AVAILABLE COLORS

12056190
CASE LOGIC REFLECT 14" LAPTOP
SLEEVE
14" laptop sleeve featuring 6mm of dense
memory foam and plush interior lining for device
protection and a reﬂective patch in the front
panel. Case Logic warranty: 25 years. EVA
Foam.

AVAILABLE COLORS

10059402
THOR 480 ML COPPER VACUUM
INSULATED SPORT BOTTLE
Double-walled stainless steel vacuum
construction with copper insulation, which
allows beverages to stay cold for 48 hours or
hot for at least 12 hours. The construction also
prevents condensation on the outside of the
bottle. Screw-on lid with wood detail. On-trend,
durable powder coating. Volume capacity is
480ml. Presented in an Avenue gift box.
Stainless Steel.

AVAILABLE COLORS

11317401
VIENT 2-PIECE RECYCLED GLASS
SET
2-piece recycled glass set featuring one 1000
ml carafe with aluminium lid, and one 220 ml
cup. Made from 1 glass bottle. Recycled glass
is manufactured using less energy, raw
material, and additives, than what is required for
making traditional glass. Carafe individual size:
height 26 cm, diameter 10 cm. Cup individual
size: height 8.5 cm, diameter 8.5 cm. Recycled
g

AVAILABLE COLORS

11318101
ELLIPSE FRUIT & VEGGIE POT
Fruit or veggie pot with a stainless steel fork
and a drain colander that makes it easy to rinse
the contents. Between the pot and the colander,
there is a small space to allow the food to be
drained on spot. The colander can also be
removed and the pot can be used as a salad
container. The lid is interchangeable with other
Mepal snack and lunch pots. Made of durable

AVAILABLE COLORS

12415090
KANO 10.000 MAH WIRELESS POWER
BANK WITH 3-IN-1 CAB
Wireless power bank with 3-in-1 universal cable
and a 10.000 mAh Grade-A Lithium Polymer
battery, wireless charging transmitter, and a 3in-1 integrated cable. Devices can be charged
through wireless charging, or with the integrated
3-in-1 cable. The 3 in-1 cable is compatible with
both Apple® iOS and Android devices. Comes
with an Avenue gift box. ABS Plastic.

AVAILABLE COLORS

12416001
BRAAVOS 2 TRUE WIRELESS AUTO
PAIR EARBUDS
True Wireless auto pair earbuds is an upgraded
version with improved sound quality and size,
and wireless charging of the battery. Features
Bluetooth® 5.1, auto-pairing, auto power-on,
built-in music controls, and dual microphones
for hands free operation. Once the earbuds are
removed from the case, they will power on and
automatically sync to each other, no more hass

AVAILABLE COLORS

10210003
COOL ROUND STRESS RELIEVER
Bounce, throw or squeeze this round stress
ball. Stress relievers vary slightly in density,
colour, size and weight due to mold process
which may prevent precise and uniform imprint.
Imprint may break up. No half-tones. PU Plastic
foam.

AVAILABLE COLORS

38163010
VAILLANT LONG SLEEVE WOMEN'S
OXFORD SHIRT
Adjustable cuff with single pleat. Second
buttonhole from the bottom with orange
stitching. Engraved pearl buttons. Shaped
seams and tapered waist for ﬂattering ﬁt. Satin
piping at inside neck. Heat transfer main label
for tagless comfort. Oxford of 100% Cotton, 142
g/m2.

AVAILABLE COLORS

38162010
VAILLANT LONG SLEEVE MEN'S
OXFORD SHIRT
Button-down collar. Adjustable cuff with single
pleat. Second buttonhole from the bottom with
orange stitching. Satin piping at inside neck.
Engraved pearl buttons. Heat transfer main
label for tagless comfort. Oxford of 100%
Cotton, 142 g/m2.

AVAILABLE COLORS
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